During collective cell migration individual cells display diverse behaviors that complicate our understanding of group cell decisions of direction and cohesion. In vivo gene and protein expression analyses would shed light on the underlying molecular choreography. However, this information has been limited due to difficulties to integrate single cell detection methods and the simultaneous readout of multiple signals deep within the embryo. Here, we optimize and integrate multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridization by RNAscope, immunohistochemistry, and tissue clearing to visualize transcript and protein localization within single cells deep within intact chick embryos. Using standard confocal microscopy, we visualize the mRNA expression of up to 3 genes simultaneously within protein labeled HNK1-positive migrating cranial neural crest cells within 2 day old cleared chick embryos. Gene expression differences measured between adjacent cells or within subregions are quantified using spot counting and polyline kymograph methods, respectively. This optimization and integration of methods provide an improved 3D in vivo molecular interrogation of collective cell migration and foundation to broaden into a wider range of embryo and adult model systems.
Introduction
The developmental program within an embryo produces complex anatomical patterns, often as a result of collective cell migration events that deliver cells into peripheral target tissues. In vivo time-lapse imaging has revealed the dynamics of group cell behaviors in a number of embryo model organisms and included early gonad development (Irizarry and Stathopoulos, 2015; Paksa et al., 2016) , gastrulation (Campinho et al., 2013; Omelchenko et al., 2014) hindgut formation (Nerurkar et al., 2017) and craniofacial patterning (Abbruzzese et al., 2016; Powell et al., 2015) . However, our understanding of the molecular choreography underlying collective cell migration events has remained challenging due to difficulties with in vivo interrogation of gene and protein expression in neighboring cells and deep within the intact 3D embryo. This is primarily due to the inability of traditional 2D-based in situ hybridization (ISH) methods to resolve boundaries of gene expression, the single gene readout unlinked to a specific cell type(s) of interest, and restricted visualization to the most superficial tissues.
Recent advances have begun to address these challenges. Novel fluorescence in situ hybridization methods (FISH) have emerged, including hybridized chain reaction (HCR; Choi et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2014; Shah et al., 2016) and RNAscope (Gross-Thebing et al., 2014) . Both of these methods have strategies to amplify target-specific signals and reduce background noise from non-specific hybridization. In addition, recent efforts have been made to either integrate mRNA expression detection with immunohistochemistry (IHC) in thick tissue sections (Grabinski et al., 2015) or optimize tissue clearing methods to visualize cells deep within thick adult tissue sections or intact embryos using light microscopy (Richardson and Lichtman, 2015) . By multiplexing fluorescent probes, both RNAscope and HCR allow mRNA expression detection of up to 3 to 5 gene targets in the same tissue or embryo (Choi et al., 2014; Gross-Thebing et al., 2014) .
To draw on the strengths of these approaches and expand these methods to a broader impact, we optimized into a single protocol RNAscope, IHC, and a tissue clearing method to visualize up to 3 genes and 1 protein in a specific cell type deep within the chick embryo. Second, we developed image analysis algorithms and integrated this with commercially available software. Our goals were to more precisely define and resolve gene expression borders, overlapping expression patterns, and measure total transcript intensity in single cells and tissue. We applied this integrated approach to the neural crest model, a highly invasive embryonic cell population that moves in collective subgroups throughout the embryo to contribute to nearly every organ. We propose that our strategy will rapidly and more accurately link genomic and Mechanisms of Development 148 (2017) 100-106
